March 1, 2017

WanTok Network Limited is excited to announce its entry into voice services with the launch of
WanTok Voice, an internet telephony solution utilizing the latest technologies.
Until now, there were only two telecommunications providers offering local and international calls
to the people of Vanuatu. WanTok Voice is the latest entrant, and is set to shake up the market with
greatly discounted call costs.
When you sign up with WanTok Voice you’ll receive a local number starting with 9. You can make
and receive calls to any fixed or mobile phone number in the world. All you need is a reasonable
quality internet connection.
If you have a smart phone compatible with WanTok’s LTE network, you can get a WanTok SIM card
and make calls on the WanTok LTE network that currently covers the Port Vila area and some
surrounding areas.
Alternatively, you can download the WanTok Voice app to your smart phone, tablet or computer
and make calls over ANY internet connection - anywhere in the world.
This means that for the first time that when you’re travelling overseas, you’ll be able to call Vanuatu
for the cost of a local call. Normally when you call Vanuatu from an Australian mobile or fixed line,
you can pay as much as VT280 ($3 AUD) per minute. However, with WanTok Voice it would be a
mere VT9 per minute or less to other WanTok numbers.
But the beauty is that someone in Vanuatu can call you like they’re making a local call, and you
won’t get hit with exorbitant roaming charges! There are no charges to you; all you need is an
internet connection.
Calls made from Vanuatu to other countries are about half of what TVL & Digicel currently offer.
Please refer to our website for call rates: http://wantok.vu/voice/prepaid-rates/
WanTok Voice is available as pre-paid service or post-paid meaning we send you a bill at the end of
the month.
As part of our introductory offer, calls to 17 Zone 1 countries (including Australia, NZ and China) are
just 10vt per minute until the end of March 2017. And calls to other WanTok numbers are FREE!!

What’s the downside?

- You will need to have an internet connection of some kind in order to make and receive calls using
WanTok Voice.
- Some competitors are causing delays in establishing the local interconnect to WanTok Voice. This
means you cannot currently make calls to the numbers belonging to the other two Vanuatu
operators. However, by law they must provide this service so it’s just a matter of time, and once
connected our call rates to TVL and Digicel will be far less than you are currently paying for local
calls.
We’ll keep you posted . . . .

What’s the upside?
- Cheaper international calls, cheaper local calls and free WanTok to WanTok calls
- The flexibility to make calls from your laptop, tablet or smartphone
- An awesome option for seasonal workers in Australia and New Zealand who would otherwise not
be able to afford to call home.
- Free Instant Messaging App built-in, so you can send messages, photos, files or documents for FREE
to other WanTok Voice users.
- You don’t need to have a WanTok internet connection in order to start using WanTok Voice.
- PBX users can keep their existing phone numbers and start using WanTok voice for all their
outgoing calls to start saving money immediately
- Great for businesses and government who need to call overseas and send and receive calls while
travelling.
- Great for families with members based overseas or in other towns
- No Roaming charges when travelling overseas
And it also means that we’re shaking up the competition and the other operators will become
more competitive. And that’s a good thing for Vanuatu!!
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